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Additional Resources for Teaching John Dewey: His Life and Work 

There are volumes of commentaries on Dewey and his work. These notes share some facts and ideas that 

did not make it into the final cut of the video. Use them as you wish in your Dewey presentation. 

Dewey’s 1929 Fox Movietone Newsreel Statement 

“I am not here to knock going to college. If a young person has the opportunity to do so and has the 

character and intelligence to take advantage of it, it is a good thing. But going to college is not the same 

thing as getting an education, although the two are often confused. A boy or a girl can go to college and 

get a degree and not much more. On the other hand, a boy or a girl in a factory, shop, or store can get an 

education without a degree, if they have the ambition. They have to work hard, want to learn, be 

observing (keep their ears and eyes open), talk to those wiser than themselves and set aside some time 

every day for reading. They have to struggle harder than those that go to college. But the struggle, if they 

make the effort, will give them power. They get their education from contact with the realities of life and 

not just from books.” 

John Dewey: 

 Birth Year: 1859 

o In addition to the 1859 events mentioned in this video (election of Lincoln, publication of Charles 

Darwin’s On the Origin of Species and the drilling of the Drake Well near Titusville, 

Pennsylvania), were John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry, and the publication of John Mills’ On 

Liberty and Karl Marx’s Critique of Political Economy. 

 Dewey’s Own Education 
o Dewey was not an outstanding student until his graduate years. His advice in the newsreel footage 

may have reflected his personal experience. He used the three years he spent teaching high school 

well: reading widely and experiencing “the realities” of life, especially in the rough and tumble 

atmosphere of boom town Oil City. He did not win the fellowship he applied for at the new Johns 

Hopkins University his first year there, and his father did not see the point of his furthering his 

education. However, at the last moment, an aunt stepped in with a loan for the tuition money. 

Future president Woodrow Wilson was a student at Johns Hopkins at the same time. 

 (Harriet) Alice Chipman Dewey 

o Mrs. Dewey was an important influence in his life. Granddaughter to a very early champion of 

Native American rights, she had a strong social conscience. She was a real force in involving him 

in human issues as opposed to theoretical ones, and should probably be more credited for the 

innovations of the Lab School than she usually is. Dewey resigned his position at the University 

of Chicago in support of Alice as principal of the Lab School after a messy power struggle to 

wrest control of the school from the Deweys. This, added to the deaths of two young children 

during two different European trips, largely broke her spirit. She died in 1927. 

 Dewey’s Personal Life 
o After Alice Dewey’s death, one of his sons and his young family shared his Upper West Side, 

Manhattan apartment. His granddaughter—Professor Joanna Dewey of the Episcopalian Divinity 

School in Cambridge, Massachusetts—reports that he was a very warm and involved grandfather 

ready for a romp on the floor. Some of the home movie footage not included in his video shows 

him building snowmen and giving piggyback rides to his grandchildren. 
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o Although he was very modest in his dress and manner, Dewey as a person seemed to seek novelty 

in other aspects of his life like his travels, choice of subjects, and friendships. Not afraid of 

bucking convention, he took in the Russian novelist and playwright Maxim Gorky when he was 

refused lodging in New York City because of his political views early in the century. Dewey also 

shook up his family and friends with his very late second marriage. 

o In person, he was most retiring. Former students report that his lectures were more like spoken 

meditations than dramatic presentations. Louise Rosenblatt said that in committee groups, Dewey 

was unassuming, but always could sum up the discussion and offer cogent suggestions to 

overcome perceived problems. 

 Travels 
o Trips to Western Europe, which for the Dewey family had such tragic results, were not 

uncommon for professional families at the turn of the century. But his trips to other parts of the 

world were unusual. From 1919–1921, Alice and John Dewey had an extended trip to Asia. He 

had intended to spend more time in Japan than he did, but was very disturbed by the militaristic 

and hierarchical system there, and therefore spent the majority of his time in China, where he and 

his ideas were well received. 

o In 1928, he was in Russia, studying its educational systems. Lev Vygotsky was still alive and 

active in the same arena. It is hard to imagine they did not meet, but we have not found reports 

about this encounter. Dewey’s conception of the mind as a social construction has a lot in 

common with Vygotksky’s. 

o In 1937, Dewey participated in the “trial” of Leon Trotsky in Mexico City. It was officially 

known as “The Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made against Leon Trotsky.” Trotsky, 

who had been a leader of the original Revolution in Russia, was in exile from the despotic reign 

of Stalin. The trial was something of a Communist public relations attempt to expose the evils of 

the totalitarianism that dominated the current Soviet government. It was during this trip that 

Diego Rivera did the portrait of Dewey shown in the video. Soviet agents assassinated Trotsky in 

his Mexican home in 1940. 

o Dewey was criticized by both liberals who then supported the Russian regime and conservatives 

for participating in the Trotsky affair. Dewey himself was never a Marxist, and mistrusted the 

Soviet regime and the United States’ involvement with it during World War II. 

 Dewey and Education/The Lab School 
o Dewey was passionately interested in education all his professional life. He had personal 

experience with secondary education during the three years he taught high school. It is interesting 

that Lev Vygotsky and Erik Erikson also had the experience of teaching younger students before 

becoming professors. 

o During his first university-level position, at the University of Michigan, and before he came to 

Chicago, Dewey was involved in visiting public schools as an inspector. Another impetus to his 

interest in the field, of course, was the education of his own children. Dewey felt universities 

should be involved in the education of teachers, who at the time were in “normal schools” and 

often received poor preparation. He wanted teachers to have rich educations and to be 

enthusiastic about learning. The Lab School was founded to be an experiment on how universities 

could support elementary and secondary education, a quest that continues today. 

o Teachers at the lab school were to be researchers, figuring out how to convey information and 

inspire children. They were to work in collaboration with psychologists and educational theorists 
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to optimize learning. Teacher ratios were amazingly low: one master teacher for 8 or 9 children, 

with a graduate student as well. The Deweys knew that this was not replicable. This was 

organized in three age-related stages: 

 Stage One—the youngest children. Preschool and early primary school were to train the 

senses and physical and social coordination 

 Stage Two—the later primary and upper elementary grades. Learning the tools of learning: 

the skills of reading, writing, and mathematics. Organize the other curriculum around projects 

and the study of the science of everyday objects. 

 Stage Three—the middle school years. Preparation for systematic work in the sciences, social 

sciences and higher math. 

o Teaching children actual skills like cooking, carpentry, and weaving was the most radical 

departure of the school. It was not done for preparation for actual employment, but as a means of 

providing problem-solving activities and the opportunity to appreciate human evolution. (The 

time-honored communal shaking of a jar of cream to make butter in kindergarten is possibly one 

of the few tangible residuals of Dewey’s ideas in the curricula of today’s schools.) 

o The school studied history, starting with primitive man and coming up through the ages. They 

didn’t use textbooks for this, but did use biographies and in-depth studies of the issues facing 

humans at different times. The emphasis was not on “facts,” but on understanding. Art was to be 

an everyday activity, integrated into the entire curriculum. 

o The Lab School inspired many other “progressive” schools around the country during Dewey’s 

lifetime. Some of these he felt fell into the trap of “planless improvisation,” but others did well. 

We had an interview with Elizabeth Williams who attended a “Dewey” school in Pasadena, 

California during the l930’s. She shared pictures and her report cards with us. The children wrote 

their own report cards that she felt they took seriously “I have learned to tell time” “Some of us 

need to be more ‘coursteous.’ ” She affectionately remembers the construction projects and 

dramatic reenactments of ancient Hebrew history (it was not a religious school). She felt pleased 

to have attended. She had some trouble adjusting to the more constrained atmosphere of her 

public high school, but thinks the education she received has continued to inspire her own long 

continuing teaching career. 

 Reputation 
o Dewey was a famous academician most of his life. Stephen Hawking is the only equivalent 

contemporary figure that comes to mind. His writings, like Hawking’s, were widely publicized 

and purchased, but probably not widely read except by fellow intellectuals. He was seen as an 

important personage, even at his 90
th
 birthday party, which many famous people including 

Jawaharlal Nehru (first Prime Minister of India) attended. However, during the Cold War years, 

his liberal political views were seen by many as hopelessly romantic, and his educational ideas 

were misinterpreted. There has been a more recent resurgence of interest in his work and that of 

other pragmatists, as the young philosophers in the video typify. Recent books and citations in 

professional and lay journals have increased the visibility of Dewey’s work. 

 Larry Hickman, Ph.D. and the Center for Dewey Studies 

o Larry Hickman is the director of the Center for Dewey Studies at the University of Southern 

Illinois, Carbondale. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Texas in 1971 and has focused 

his subsequent work on Dewey and his fellow pragmatists. He is editor of many very useful 
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resources including the two-volume The Essential Dewey, Reading Dewey: Interpretations for a 

Postmodern Generation, and the electronic edition of Dewey’s writings. The website for the 

Center for Dewey Studies is www.siu.edu/~deweyctr. 

 Deborah Meier and the Mission Hill School 

o Deborah Meier is a well-known educator. She is probably best known for her work in New York 

City, especially at Central Park East Secondary School, a small innovative public high school. 

She was a major leader of the movement to replace large factory-like public schools with smaller, 

more responsive ones. She has recently been a strong voice against the over-reliance on 

standardized testing. She was the recipient of the prestigious MacArthur Award in1987. (This is 

often referred to as the “genius award.”) 

o Meier organized the Mission Hill School in the Roxbury section of Boston in1997. The school 

occupies one floor of a former Catholic school. Downstairs is a very small high school. The 

school is a remarkably pleasant place with a dedicated staff. The children are largely from the 

neighborhood and are chosen, as we understand, by lottery. The school operates on the usual 

budget of Boston schools; each classroom has a teacher and aide, and even a full time art 

instructor as well. The entire school is organized around two themes a year: a science-based one 

in the fall, and a social science one in the winter. 

o Among Deborah Meier’s writings are The Power of Their Ideas, 1995 and Will Standards Save 

Public Education?, 2000. 

 Louise Rosenblatt 

o Louise Rosenblatt was a very celebrated authority on the teaching of literature. Her 1938 book 

Literature as Exploration has gone through numerous editions and is still the standard text on its 

subject. She was chosen in 1999 as the Outstanding Educator in the English Language Arts by the 

National Council of Teachers of English, and in 2001, was the recipient of an award for her 

lifetime contribution by the John Dewey Society. 

o Her life would make a good novel. She managed to enter Barnard College despite their then-strict 

quota limiting Jews because she was from New Jersey instead of New York. There she was 

Margaret Mead’s roommate. She married philosopher Sidney Ratner after doing her doctorate at 

the Sorbonne in Paris. During the World War II, she worked for the United States government in 

intelligence using the fluent French she had gained by doing her doctorate at the Sorbonne. 

Despite the prejudices against both women and Jews in the academic community in mid-century, 

she had a long and distinguished career at New York University. 

o She continued to lecture and write, and swam a mile almost every day until her death at age 100. 

http://www.siu.edu/~deweyctr

